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‘Whiter than white’ does

always mean free from scandal. That's

what the British Museum have discovered

in an embarrassing chapter in the saga of

the Elgin Marbles. The cleaning of the

Parthenon frieze, designed to revive an

idealized 'classical purity
1

and make them

fit for Lord Duvecit's new gallery at the

BM in the I930i, both removed surviving

traces of original paint and damaged the

surface of the stone

.

A dhhptiled inheritance

Ever since 1807. when Lord Elgin
1

** fifty

enormous emtes with 120 tons uf marble

sculpture wen: unpacked in London, the

story of the Parthenon marbles hub been

the story of the whole Greek legacy in the

West. Like the Parthenon frieze, ancient

Greece has a disputed ownership. Horace

proclaimed that when Rome added Greece

to its growing empire ‘Conquered Greece

took her rude captor captive*. but in fact it

was by representing themselves as the

inheritors of a superior civilization that the

Romans were able to justify their imperi-

alist policies. To the Greek Plutarch, writ-

ing around a.d 100. it was no coincidence

that ‘Rome attained the summit of her

prosperity at the very moment when she

was appropriating for herself Greek

science and Greek culture as a whole'. But

while the propagandists of the Roman
Empire reinvented Greek civilization to

suit their own purposes, Greeks were

powerless to prevent shiploads of pillage,



what Byron would call 'ail the mutilated

blocks of art\ leaving foT Italy.

At the Battle of Actium in 31 b.c.,

Octavian Caesar fought under the jegis of

Apollo, while Mark Antony co-opted the

god Dionysus. Both were important Greek
deities, with seats on Mount Olympus.
Apollo, rational and refined, who has

come since to personify ancient Greece in

the western imagination, was the antithe-

sis of wild, exotic Dionysus. Alexander

invoked Dionysus when he invaded the

Persian Empire 188 years before the

Roman conquest of Greece, a reminder

that much ofGreek history lies in the East.

This is the Greece which Herodotus

suggested had learnt religion and civiliza-

tion from Egypt only 'the day before

yesterday'. It was Alexandria in Egypt

that was by far the largest Greek city, not

only the greatest emporium in the inha-

bited world but a centre of Greek culture

with its Library and Museum. But not a

centre of Greek culture alone. Alexandria

was a multicultural centre. Alexandria

was also home to Cleopatra, whom Arab
historians have seen as the last exponent
of ancient Greek wisdom. It is Arab writ-

ers whose translations have preserved

many important Greek scientific writings

and it was Muslim scholars who were the

most direct heirs of hellcnism At Actium
the Roman West contested with the

Hellenistic East for the Greek legacy;

Octavian (and Apollo) triumphed.

Whitewashing Greece

The Roman attitude to Greece has been

exactly paralleled by the attitude of

Britain and other western European

nation* which rediscovered Greece in the

eighteenth century. The ancient Greeks
were held up us 'gods', while Lord Elgin

declared that he was protecting the

Parthenon marbles from the ' urn: ul rivaled

hands and indifferent minds' of the

impoverished Greek .subjects of the

Turkish empire. Thoma* Arnold, the

pioneering 1 kudniusicT of Rugby School,

wrote that 'The mind of the Greek is in the

essential points of its constitution our

own, and not only so, but it i& our uwn
mind developed to an extraordinary

degree; of perfection\ The derision to

scour off the brown surface of the Elgin

Marbles came closer and closer as this

damaging vision of a 'perfect" ancient

Greece wa& cultivated in the western

mind. It was a similar beliefin the 'perfec-

tion
1

of Greek civilization that Jed Hitler



to proclaim Lhal a 'supreme race' of

'ftordic masters' (from whom Aryan

H&m claimed descent) had entered

Greece with the Dorian invasion.

Colouring the picl ore

After a century of unrivalled bloodshed,

the .self-confidence of the West has been

severely shaken. We are now compelled

to dwell on the ultimate failure of the

Greek city-states and the faults of many of

Uieir inhabitants misogynists and latiite*

who murdered In: lots and exploited

slaves. Realizing lhuE the Greeks had

covered the white marble sculptures of the

Parthenon with a wash of paint and

rendered other sculptures in vivid, garish

colours, we feel that we arc finally seeing

Haem in Ihcir 'hue colours', when only our

willingness to be seduced by utopia has

changed.

As 3 self-conscious civilization, the

Greeks were like us. They cared for the

opinion of posterity, wrote blueprints for

ideal cities, and sought after truth and

beauty, However, they also recognised

that they were not themselves the perfect

race (represented in Greek myth by the

Hyperboreans, who lived beyond the

north) hut fashioned out of clay, and rbui

[heir age was not the
l

goldeiT one it is

often supposed to have been, but an cm of

bast mctnL These were people who
committed themselves ID the pursuit of

perfection and the heights of humanity h

but realized the tragicomic impossibility

of their task.
lKnow thyseUT was iho

supreme commandment of the Delphic

crude. In as fur m il has- encouraged

human .striving and individual fulfilment,

perfectionism Im been a wonderful

legacy tram the Greeks; bin in u far as it

has promoted inioleranc* and western

arrogance it has been a curse. Socrates

held that the wisest man is the man who
knows that he does not know. To do
justice to the Greeks, and to ourselves* we
mu si recognise this.
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